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Abstract

In this study, we try to understand what kind of
topics and frameworks are covered by the popular
software testing books, and see whether these top-
ics satisfy the industry needs and address the ris-
ing trends. To define “popular” software testing
books, we formulated three heuristics. The top-
ics of the books are analyzed through LDA topic
modelling and manual inspection. LDA results in-
form us on the dominance of the topics within the
whole corpus, while the manual inspection results
show how often a topic is addressed. We com-
bine the results of both of the methods to analyse
the most noteworthy topics. We found that test au-
tomation, test design and planning, coverage anal-
ysis were the most frequently and extensively dis-
cussed topics in our corpus. We conclude that al-
though the books cover some major topics that are
demanded by the industry, there are also areas such
as test management and usability testing, which are
underrepresented. We also observed that the pop-
ular software testing books do not cover the rising
software testing trends. While JUnit was the most
discussed framework, in general the software test-
ing books do not include practical information for
specific frameworks or tools, but rather focus on the
tool selection process.

1 Introduction
As software becomes increasingly integrated into the daily
lives of many, software testing gains a vital importance and
place in maintaining the reliability of the software develop-
ment products. To meet the need of designing credible and
safe systems, the software engineers need to have strong skills
in effective software testing [1]. What technical knowledge
software engineers need to have about software testing and
which information they actually acquire are critical concepts
to study. Books, MOOCs and online resources are some of
the ways the software engineers and testers can utilize to ed-
ucate themselves. In this study, we are interested in particu-
lar the technical content that popular software testing books
cover and whether their coverage of topics meet the industry
needs and trends.

We aim to answer the main research question: “What are
the major topics being discussed in popular software testing
books?” through four sub-questions:
RQ1: What are some software testing topics that are com-
monly discussed in popular software testing books? Are there
any patterns in terms of coverage of topics?
RQ2: How do the topics covered in popular software testing
books compare to the topics that are most relevant to the in-
dustry needs and rising software testing trends?
RQ3: Are there any major areas of software testing that are
underrepresented in popular books?
RQ4: What are the most common testing tools and frame-
works discussed in popular software testing books?
We follow three main procedures to conduct this study:

• Collection of popular software testing books.

• Application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
modeling technique to analyze the common patterns of
topics throughout the corpus of books.

• Manual inspection of books and extraction of discussion
topics and testing tools.

We first present the related work in Section 2, followed by the
explanations of the data collection process and selected topic
analysis methods in Section 3. In section 4, we present the
findings from our results. In section 5, we discuss the respon-
sible research principles. We discuss the results and the lim-
itations of our methodology in Section 6. Finally in Section
7, we revisit our research questions, explain our conclusions
and the implications of our study.

2 Related Work
Software testing skills that software engineers need to acquire
is a well studied area. There are recent research that analyze
the emerging trends in software testing, and the industry de-
mands from software testers.

2.1 Software Testing Trends
Gurcan et al. apply LDA topic extraction method on an
empirical corpus of research papers to evaluate the software
testing trends in the past 40 years. They found out that pre-
dictive testing, security vulnerability and mobile application
testing topics are among the most rising trends in the interval
of years 2015-2020 [2].

Salahirad et al. used co-word analysis on software test-
ing research to extract the pre-dominant topics and their
relations. Based on the results they categorized the software
testing field in 16 main topics and 18 sub topics. While
“test oracles”, “automated test generation”, “evolution and
maintenance” and “creation guidance” are topics that have
the highest connections to the other topics in their topic node
cluster model, the use of machine learning in software test-
ing, web and application testing, automated test generation
and program repair are the emerging trends in the software
testing research [3].

Boukhlif et al. used bibliometric analysis on research
based on intelligence testing in the interval from 2012 to
2022. Intelligence testing is the use of artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning (ML) to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of the testing progress. It covers use of
techniques such as automated test case generation with AI,
predictive testing with ML, pattern recognition of test results
to identify defect areas etc. Their findings show that the
research on intelligence testing has a growth rate of 14.87%
every year [4].

2.2 Industry Related
Florea and Stray have recently worked on research analyzing
the software tester job advertisements. Their findings show
that test design and planning, test automation, and perfor-
mance testing are highly demanded areas and skills by the



employees [5][6].

More recently, Florea et al. used thematic analysis
on interviews with software testers and software test job
advertisements to understand the software tester roles in
the industry. They identified 5 main software tester roles
consisting of domain-specific tester, automation specialist,
test infrastructure specialist, user experience tester, and
test manager. The majority of the job advertisements de-
manded automation specialist and domain-specific testers [7].

Kassab et al. mined 1000 job advertisements related to
software testing in the United States. They found that the
test strategy planning, execution monitoring, test automation,
acceptance testing are the most sought after skills for soft-
ware testers. They also report that Selenium was the most
demanded tool [8].

3 Methodology
This section discusses the methods followed for the book col-
lection and topic analysis parts.

3.1 Data Collection
To define what a “popular” software testing book is, we for-
mulated three heuristics, which we believe represent the pop-
ularity from a large range of aspects in the software testing
field:

• Frequency of use in top university computer science
courses: We picked this heuristic to capture the popular
software testing resource books used in the academia.
Many top universities in computer science field teach
software testing, and academia is a significant part of
software engineering education [23]. In the application
of this heuristic we used the data gathered about the text-
book usage in top universities by Ardic and Zaidman in
their research [24].

• Appearance in International Software Testing Qualifi-
cations Board (ISTQB) syllabi: This heuristic helps us
to include the books that are possibly preferred by the
testers, who aim to start or advance their careers in the
software testing industry. ISTQB is the “leading global
certification scheme in the field of software testing” [25].
They provide internationally accepted certification ex-
ams in software testing. In this research their “founda-
tions level”, “foundation level agile tester”, “advanced
level test manager”, “advanced level test analyst” syllabi
were taken into account.

• Appearance in Amazon best seller (top 100) in “Soft-
ware Testing” category: With this heuristic we aim to
capture the preferences of a broader range of audience
from hobbyists to more professional testers in the soft-
ware testing field. This heuristic is the most dynamic
one since the best sellers are subject to change each day.
We used the best seller information at the time we con-
ducted the collection process [26].

In the combination of these heuristics, we first treated each
of them as a binary condition and added the books that satis-

fied more than one heuristic into our dataset. After that, in or-
der to enlarge our dataset, we considered the top ranked books
for each heuristic (excluding the already added ones). The
rank condition was determined specific to each heuristic: for
the Amazon best seller heuristics, a book was ranked higher
if it was ranked highly by many users; for the ISTQB syllabi
heuristic, the number of times the book occurred in different
syllabi determined its rank, and for the university curriculum
the number of times a book appeared in the curricula of the
top universities was taken into account. We observed that
after the addition of the books that satisfied more than one
heuristic, majority of the books satisfied both the ISTQB and
university curricula heuristics while there was a little repre-
sentation of the Amazon Best Sellers heuristic. We wanted
to capture the insights that each heuristic can bring into our
dataset. Thus, to have a more balanced distribution for each
heuristic in our dataset, we added the top 3 books that were
ranked the highest in the Amazon Best Sellers heuristics (The
Pragmatic Programmer, Clean Code, Site Reliability Engi-
neering), while only the top books from both the ISTQB and
university curricula heuristics. See Section 6 for further dis-
cussion on the addition of books. In the end we collected 14
popular books (which we found to be a good number to con-
duct our study within the given time frame) that represent a
variety of software tester audience. The meta-data about the
books including the author name, edition count, publication
year are collected. The complete list of selected books and
summary of metadata information can be found in Table 1.
More information of our corpus is available in our replication
package [27].

3.2 Data Analysis
We used Latent Dirichlet Topic Modelling (LDA), an unsu-
pervised probabilistic topic modelling technique to analyze
the common patterns of topics discussed overall in the collec-
tion of books. In LDA, each topic is represented by a distri-
bution over words, and the documents of a corpus are repre-
sented as “random mixture of latent topics” [28]. Addition-
ally, each book has been manually inspected to catch seman-
tics that LDA did not discover, gain more detailed insights
on the topic coverages and extract the tools and frameworks
that are mentioned. We use LDA and our manual inspection
results in a complementary manner: inspection results show
how often a topic was discussed, while LDA shows the dom-
inance of the captured topics in the overall corpus. This way
we are able to assess the topic coverage results more objec-
tively.

LDA
In the application of LDA, a series of steps were taken
consisting of corpus selection, corpus pre-processing and
LDA implementation.

Corpus Selection: We chose the corpus to be com-
posed of the chapters of the books rather than the whole
books themselves. Representing a document in the corpus to
be a chapter of a book enables to select only the related parts
of the books, reducing the unnecessary noise in the corpus.
Our corpus includes 192 documents (chapters). Since our



Book Name Author(s) Edition Publication Date Selected Chapters
Foundations of Software Testing [9] Graham et al. 4th 2019 All except 7

Lessons Learned in Software Testing[10] Kaner et al. 1st 2001 All except 9, 10
The Art of Software Testing [11] Mayers et al. 3rd 2011 All except 1

Agile Testing [12] Crispin & Gregory. 1st 2008 All except 3, 4
Introduction to Software Testing [13] Ammann & Offutt 2nd 2016 All

Software Testing: A Craftman’s Approach [14] Jorgensen 4th 2013 All except 2
Systematic Software Testing [15] Craig & Jaskiel 1st 2002 Except 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
The Pragmatic Programmer [16] Thomas & Hunt 2nd 2020 13, 41, 42, 43

Clean Code [17] Martin 1st 2008 9, 13, 15
Site Reliability Engineering [18] Petoff et al. 1st 2016 see dataset

A Practitioner’s Guide to Software Testing [19] Copleand 1st 2004 All except 2
Software Testing and Analysis [20] Pezze & Young 1st 2007 All

Software Testing [21] Patton 2nd 2005 All except 22
Software Test Automation [22] Graham 1st 1999 All

Table 1: Collected Books and Metadata

focus is on analyzing the technical aspects of software testing
discussions in books, we only added a chapter if it directly
discussed such topic (chapters that are solely based on the
soft skills, case studies without insights on technical software
testing topics or content unrelated to software testing were
omitted). We detected such unrelated chapters by first
identifying the possible chapters to be filtered out based on
the chapter titles (e.g., “Cultural Challenges”, “Your Career
in Software Testing”) for each book. After that we inspected
those chapters and sub sections to see if the chapters are
solely based on content that are out of the interest area of our
study. The generic parts such as preface and bibliography
sections are also filtered out. Selected chapters for each book
can be found in the replication package and Table 1.
Corpus Pre-Processing: In order to apply LDA effectively,
a pre-processing step is necessary. We first tokenized the
words and applied lemmatization to convert them back to
their root forms. After that, each token is lowercased; any
punctuation, numbers and stop words are removed. The
stopword list includes the conventional English stopwords
and highly common keywords that occurred in each doc-
ument such as “test”, “testing”, “software” etc. In order
to identify the words that dominated the whole corpus, we
applied an iterative process of ngram analysis. Top uni, bi
and trigrams were compared and words, which dominated
the ngram lists or did not form meaningful combinations in
the context of software testing were removed. Lastly, the
words of length smaller than 3 are filtered out as they do not
add any significant meaning to the corpus.
LDA Implementation: Gensim [29], a library that provides
a comprehensive set of tools for various topic modelling
strategies and their evaluation, was used to implement LDA.
We applied manual hyper-parameter optimization for the
topic number parameter, and as a result it was selected to be
13, which yielded the best coherence score. For the alpha
and beta parameters, we used the auto feature of Gensim,
which lets the model learn the best values itself.

Book Inspections
In order to get a clearer view on the corpus features, we have
collected the related meta data for each book including the

author name, total edition count, publication date, target au-
dience and reviewed the technical and practical aspects. Ev-
ery book has explicitly stated the target audience and how the
book can be used.

After the metadata collection, we determined the addressed
topics related to software testing for each book from the chap-
ters that we included in our corpus. We followed a labeling
methodology, in which the labels were created from the topic
names that were extracted from the literature we presented in
Section 2. The following steps were established to analyze
the per book topic coverage:

• First, we checked the table of contents sections, labeling
each chapter based on the information present. While
some of the books had a very detailed table of contents
section, capturing the main and subtopics, a lot of the
table of contents were more broad. Thus, the amount of
topics saved for each book showed a big variation in this
step.

• We went through every (main) chapter and added la-
bels based on the topics of the subsections. In most of
the cases, these topics were interpreted directly from the
subsection titles. However, we also took the first and last
paragraphs of each main section into account to enhance
our interpretation of the topics since they give an overall
idea on what the section is about, but also some subsec-
tion titles such as single word titles were not explanatory.
When the subsection titles were not representative of a
topic, we again checked the first and last paragraphs and
any (sub) subsections to interpret the topic. It was com-
mon to have sub subsections. We only took the topics
of such sections into account if they provided an insight
that was not already covered by the parent sections.

• Some of the books had a summary section at the end
of each chapter. If such a section is present, we checked
the summary sections and added any other topic that was
discussed in the chapter which was not captured by our
previous labels.

• We organized the results in our topic coverage matrix, in
which the topic names are organized as the columns and



the book names as the rows. A topic for a book is only
marked if it had the corresponding label.

The testing tools and frameworks that were discussed in the
books are extracted after the manual inspection of each chap-
ter. For each chapter, we used helper search strings to target
the tools, frameworks and suites that are mentioned within
the chapter.

The extent and depth of the topics discussed are not re-

Figure 1: Content Delivery Types

flected in our manual inspection results because our main aim
with the manual inspection process is to see how often a topic
is addressed throughout the corpus (even if a topic was dis-
cussed in a small section we labeled and marked it in our
matrix). LDA, however, informs us on the probability distri-
bution and significance of the captured topics.

4 Results
In this section we present the results we derived from the in-
spection on the books and the LDA topic modelling.

4.1 Corpus Characteristics
More than half of the popular books that we collected were
published before 2010, with the oldest one being published
in 1999 (Software Test Automation) and the newest ones in
2020 and 2019 (The Pragmatic Programmer and The Foun-
dations of Software Testing respectively). In this regard, our
corpus can be considered to be mostly composed of old books
(only 4 of them were published after 2015). This shows that
even though these books do not have the most updated infor-
mation and trends about software testing, they are preferred
for the concepts they discuss.

To assess the practicality of the books, we looked into how
the technical information was supported. We found that ex-
ample codes, case studies, exercises and quiz questions were
the main ways of engaging the reader with more practical
content.

The most popular method is the code examples. It is very
common to support the discussion of a testing topic with an
example test code related to a specific context. However, the
example codes are not just limited to test code. Code snippets

Figure 2: The occurrence count of target reader groups

of class and method designs to showcase concepts such as
boundary analysis, unit testing, data flow, test design etc. are
also a part of this content delivery type.

Secondly, almost half of the books included some sort of
exercise and practice questions (most commonly at the end of
a chapter). We observed that all the books that utilized this
method also included example codes.

Lastly, more than a quarter of the books included case stud-
ies related to test management process of certain companies,
and experiences of individuals as testers, test managers, de-
velopers etc.

We also analysed the target audience groups of the books
to get a better insight of why the content is presented in a
certain way. Extracting this information was straightforward,
as every book either had a section dedicated to talk about the
audience or included this information at the first sections such
as preface or foreword. Most of the books had more than one
specific target group. Almost all the books explicitly state
that any tester, developer or hobbyist are amongst the target
reader groups. The second most targeted groups are students
and test managers.

Figure 3: Top Topics From Coverage Matrix



Topic Name Keywords
1 - Test Automation and Tools 0.019*”tool” + 0.010*”automation” + 0.009*”data” + 0.007*”problem” +

0.007*”system” + 0.006*”automated” + 0.006*”bug” + 0.006*”application”
2 - Agile Testing 0.012*”story” + 0.009*”product” + 0.009*”development” + 0.008*”agile” +

0.006*”system” + 0.006*”business” + 0.006*”release” + 0.006*”project”
3 - Coverage Analysis 0.019*”path” + 0.014*”coverage” + 0.013*”node” + 0.013*”graph” +

0.012*”set” + 0.012*”variable” + 0.010*”input” + 0.009*”criterion”
4 - Service Load Testing 0.016*”system” + 0.014*”service” + 0.014*”request” + 0.008*”task” +

0.007*”load” + 0.007*”client” + 0.007*”user” + 0.006*”server”
5 - Test Planning and Design 0.016*”plan” + 0.015*”design” + 0.011*”system” + 0.011*”project” +

0.010*”level” + 0.010*”process” + 0.009*”risk” + 0.009*”quality”
6 - Model Based Testing 0.023*”system” + 0.010*”event” + 0.008*”state” + 0.008*”error” + 0.007*”in-

put” + 0.007*”level” + 0.007*”output” + 0.006*”model”
7 - Boundary and Equivalence Analysis 0.026*”class” + 0.010*”equivalence” + 0.008*”boundary” + 0.008*”object” +

0.006*”input” + 0.006*”net” + 0.005*”oriented” + 0.005*”system”
8 - Test Scripting 0.052*”script” + 0.023*”file” + 0.022*”comparison” + 0.016*”outcome” +

0.016*”data” + 0.014*”set” + 0.011*”testware” + 0.010*”execution”
9 - Testing Levels 0.022*”system” + 0.012*”integration” + 0.011*”unit” + 0.007*”call” +

0.007*”incident” + 0.006*”configuration” + 0.005*”device” + 0.004*”con-
stituent”

10 - Bug Reporting 0.048*”bug” + 0.015*”report” + 0.010*”project” + 0.009*”programmer” +
0.007*”error” + 0.005*”fixed” + 0.005*”fix” + 0.004*”information”

11 - Specification Based Testing 0.007*”specification” + 0.007*”set” + 0.007*”boundary” + 0.006*”model” +
0.005*”element” + 0.004*”combination” + 0.004*”state” + 0.004*”function”

12 - State Analysis 0.014*”state” + 0.011*”model” + 0.005*”property” + 0.005*”execution” +
0.004*”lookup” + 0.004*”proc” + 0.004*”line” + 0.004*”finite”

13 - Box Testing 0.045*”module” + 0.013*”box” + 0.009*”white” + 0.006*”dynamic” +
0.005*”driver” + 0.004*”bottom” + 0.004*”black” + 0.004*”stub”

Table 2: Topics Captured by LDA

4.2 LDA Results
The LDA based topic modeling analysis implementation re-
sulted in 13 topics. We used pyLDAvis [30], an interactive li-
brary for topic modelling visualizations, to visualize the topic
clusters on the intertopic distance map. Each circle in the
map represents a topic, where a larger circle means a higher
dominance in the corpus and the distance between two top-
ics shows their relevancy. We see that our topics are well
divided and distributed across the map. The pyLDAvis visu-
alization is depicted in Figure 4. Top 8 keywords with their
corresponding weights for each topic are presented in Table
2. The topic labels were interpreted manually based on these
8 keywords for each topic.

Based on the LDA results, the most dominant topics in
our corpus include topics like test automation and tools, agile
testing, coverage analysis, service load testing, test planning
and design. Out of the topics that are captured by LDA, white
and black box testing was the least dominant one.

4.3 Topic Coverage Matrix Results
The LDA results give an overview of the common topic pat-
terns within our corpus. To see the topic coverage informa-
tion for each book specifically, we created a topic coverage
matrix as a result of our manual inspection. Test automation
and unit testing were addressed in 85% of the books. Sec-
ondly, almost every book discussed different test coverage

analysis and metrics. Integration, system, regression, accep-
tance testing were the third most often covered topics. Test
scripting, test tool selection, risk analysis, test execution, test
documentation, test designs and plans were also mentioned
in many books. Most frequent topics from our topic coverage
matrix can be found in Figure 3. The least discussed topics
include mobile application testing, web application testing,
API testing, GUI testing, random testing, smoke testing, gray
box testing and symbolic testing.

4.4 Combining LDA and Inspection Results
The differences between the LDA and manual inspection re-
sults occur, as LDA analyzes the corpus characteristics as a
whole and shows us the dominance of topics, while our in-
spection results try to understand the semantics discussed per
book and their frequency in the corpus.

We see that test automation is the most popular topic both
in our LDA and coverage metric results meaning that it was
the most frequently and extensively discussed topic.

Unit testing, which is also at the top of the list in our topic
coverage matrix, is captured in the testing levels topic by
LDA along with integration and system testing.

Although frequent topics, regression testing, acceptance
testing, test execution topics were not captured by LDA.

Coverage analysis, the second most frequent topic in our
matrix, is ranked 3rd by the LDA.

While agile testing and service load testing topics were



Figure 4: pyLDAvis Intertopic Distance Map

ranked highly by the LDA, they were not very frequent in
our corpus (addressed by less than half of the books). We
believe the main reason for this is that these topics has dedi-
cated books (Agile Testing, System Reliability Engineering),
which extensively address these topics and take a significant
part of our corpus.

Another topic that was captured by LDA, but was not very
frequent is model based testing.

Test planning and design topic was ranked highly by LDA
and our matrix.

Boundary analysis, equivalence partitioning, test scripting,
state analysis are also frequent topics that are captured by
LDA.

Test execution and documentation topics were discussed
by more than half of the books but were not captured by LDA.

Based on our results we see that topics such as test au-
tomation, test design and test planning are common and ex-
tensively discussed topics which are also highly demanded by
the industry.

None of the books addressed the intelligence testing area
and the representation of trending topics such as web and mo-
bile application testing was very small.

4.5 Most Discussed Frameworks and Tools
It was interesting to see that some of the books did not discuss
or mention any software testing frameworks or tools. Unit
testing frameworks (xUnit) were the most addressed frame-
works with JUnit being the most popular one, more than half
of the books giving it a place. There were not many other
frameworks or tools that were covered by the same books.
Selenium, and Purify (a dynamic memory analysis tool) were
mentioned in 2 books each.

Overall, none of the books explicitly had a focus on the
practical usage of specific testing frameworks or tools. How-
ever, testing tool selection is a popular topic as our topic

analysis results show. This topic mainly focused on concepts
such as the criteria that needs to be considered before choos-
ing testing tools, validating the results of testing tools, being
aware that the testing tools can be faulty.

Figure 5: Top Frameworks and Tools

5 Responsible Research
While conducting this research, we made sure that through-
out the data collection, processing and analysis processes we
adhered to the responsible research principles of reproduca-
bility and transparency.

For the book collection process, we clearly outlined the
heuristics and criterion that we determined, which define
what a popular software testing book is. In our replicaiton
package, the heuristics that each book satisfied can be found.

As we discussed, we filtered out certain chapters of the
books based on the criteria that they included some sort of



technical information regarding software testing or the hard
skills of software testers. The information on which chapters
are selected is outlined in our replication package.

Our raw manual inspection results, topic coverage matrix,
the stop words that we picked and the hyper parameter infor-
mation used in the LDA implementation, the html file gener-
ated by the pyLDAvis library are all documented and can be
found in our replication package.

All the steps and procedures we followed are documented
transparently and none of the results were manipulated, mak-
ing our research reproducable.

6 Discussions and Limitations
In this section we outline our discussions about our data, re-
sults and limitations in our methodology.

6.1 Corpus
Each of our heuristics aim to target the popular books from
different aspects in software testing field. After the addition
of 9 books, which satisfied more than one heuristic to our data
set, we saw that only 3 of those met the Amazon best sellers
heuristic. To increase the weight of the Amazon heuristic, we
added 3 books, which were ranked very highly by many users
in the software testing category. Out of those 3, the books
”The Pragmatic Programmer” and ”Clean Code” were by far
the more popular ones in terms of the rating and number of
users rated. Although these books are not directly related to
software testing, we still chose to include them in our data
set because they represent the preferences of a large audience
group in software testing field. However, the number of se-
lected chapters from those books were very small compared
to other books. Thus, although we wanted to increase the
weight of the Amazon heuristic in our corpus by selecting the
top ranked books, chapter wise these books had trivial effect
in terms of weight.

6.2 Topic Results
We followed two topic analysis techniques to identify the
major topics being discussed in the popular software test-
ing books. While LDA showed the dominant topics of our
corpus, our topic coverage matrix depicted the frequency of
topics. We see that many of the frequent topics (test automa-
tion, unit testing, coverage analysis, test planning, boundary
& equivalence analysis, test scripting, bug reporting, speci-
fication based testing, state analysis, box testing) were also
captured by LDA. We conclude that these topics were dis-
cussed more extensively within our corpus compared to some
other frequent topics (regression testing, acceptance testing,
test execution, test documentation, performance testing, func-
tional testing, test management, usability testing, data flow
analysis), which were not captured by LDA. We observed that
books mostly addressed the regression and acceptance testing
topics within the discussions of testing levels.

There were also topics that were ranked highly by LDA,
which were only discussed in less than half of the books (ag-
ile testing, load testing, model based testing). The topics agile
testing and load testing had books dedicated to them, which
had many chapters that took a significant portion of our cor-
pus. Since LDA is a probabilistic model, the extent to which

these topics were discussed in our corpus causes them to be
ranked highly by LDA. The “model based testing” topic was
explicitly mentioned in only 3 books. However, testing based
on various model systems such as data flow and state ma-
chine models was a common subject, as it is also reflected in
our topic analysis results.

We consider topics such as performance, load and security
testing to be more specialised topics. We observed that at cer-
tain books these topics were given more depth. Compared to
those topics, we expected test management and usability test-
ing topics to be represented more in our corpus. The sections
that were labeled as test management or usability testing were
not very comprehensive and we did not observe these topics
to be discussed more in depth at certain books. Considering
that test managers were amongst the second most targeted au-
dience groups and we have many books that focus on general
testing practices in our corpus, these topics are not addressed
to the level of extend we anticipated.

6.3 Method Limitations
We identified one main limitation on the application of LDA
on a corpus of book chapters. Many of the books had fig-
ures, images, diagrams etc. to enhance the discussions on a
topic. Such semantics, which were not presented in a textual
context, could not be taken into account by LDA. This is-
sue potentially causes some topics to be underrepresented by
LDA (e.g., if a book utilized a lot of non-textual discussion
for a topic). However, even if a topic was largely discussed
through images or diagrams, we observed that they will still
be supported or summarised by text. Thus, overall we es-
timate this effect does not have a significant impact in our
results.

We used the default LDA model of the Gensim library in
our LDA modelling, which uses a Bayesian model [28] [29].
There are alternative LDA models such as LDA Mallet [31],
which utilize Gibbs sampling and may produce more precise
results.

Our manual inspection method also has certain limitations.
We labeled each main chapter based on their titles, topics of
the sub sections and the first and last paragraphs. Although,
the topics of the subsections were mostly extracted from their
titles, at some parts these titles were not explanatory. In such
cases we again checked the first and last paragraphs and the
subsections to enhance our understanding. However, with this
method we potentially miss some of the semantics and topics
that are discussed within chapters, which do not have dedi-
cated subsections.

7 Conclusions
In this section we readdress our research questions, summa-
rize our conclusions and provide an insight for the possible
future work.

7.1 Research Questions Revisited
RQ1: What are some software testing topics that are com-
monly discussed in the popular software testing books? Are
there any patterns in terms of coverage of topics?
Test automation, coverage analysis, test design and planning,



testing levels (unit, integration, system) are the most frequent
and extensively discussed topics in our corpus of popular
books. Regression testing, acceptance testing, test execution,
risk analysis are also amongst commonly discussed topics in
the popular software testing books. These topics were cov-
ered through the utilization of various practical methods, code
examples being the most common one.
RQ2: How do the topics covered in popular software testing
books compare to the topics that are most relevant to the in-
dustry needs and rising software testing trends?
Industry needs: As previous work on the industry demands
from software testers suggest [5][6][7][8], test automation is
a highly demanded skill by the job recruiters with automation
specialist being a seeked role. Test design and planning, per-
formance testing, acceptance testing, user experience testing,
test management, execution monitoring are other demanded
areas from software testers. Based on our results, we see that
popular software testing books address test automation, test
design and planning topics comprehensively and can provide
the readers with necessary skills that are expected from the
industry. Although not as in depth acceptance testing was
a commonly addressed topic. Test execution topic was ad-
dressed by many books, however test monitoring was covered
by less than half of the books. Performance and test manage-
ment topics were only mentioned by half of the books.
Trending Areas: Incorporation of AI and machine learning
into the software testing cycle, predictive testing, web appli-
cation testing, mobile application testing, automated test gen-
eration are some of the highly trending and accelerating top-
ics in the software testing area [2] [3] [4]. As we discussed, a
majority of the books in our corpus are old, meaning they do
not cover the recent trending practices or topics. It was not
unexpected to see that none of the books addressed the intel-
ligent testing area. Only a few books covered the mobile and
web application texting topics. Overall, our corpus of books
mostly cover the essentials and foundations of software test-
ing.
RQ3: Are there any major areas of software testing that are
underrepresented in popular software testing books?
Although our corpus have some more specialised books, it
also includes many books that are general software testing
books. Thus, we expected topics such test management and
usability testing to be addressed more extensively and fre-
quently in our corpus. Test management topic was mentioned
by half of the books and was not captured by the LDA model.
Considering that test managers were among the second most
targeted audience groups in our corpus, test management was
not discussed as extensive as some other topics. Usability
testing was only discussed in less than half of the books and
was not identified by LDA. We observed that overall the sec-
tions dedicated to usability testing and test management were
not comprehensive. Web and mobile application testing were
very rare topics. Although load testing and agile testing top-
ics were ranked highly by LDA, they were addressed in less
than half of the books. However, we believe the core rea-
son for this is that they are more specialised topics being dis-
cussed in books that have such focus areas. We consider per-
formance and security testing topics to be other specialised
topics. They are addressed by around half of the books but

were not identified by LDA, being discussed in more depth at
certain books. We conclude that besides web and mobile ap-
plication testing, test management and usability testing topics
are the major topics that are underrepresented in our corpus
of books.
RQ4: What are the most common testing tools and frame-
works discussed in popular software testing books?
JUnit is the most popular framework which is discussed by
almost all the books. Selenium and Purify are second on the
list, however they are addressed by only 2 books each. Over-
all, the popular software testing books do not focus on the
application of specific tools, but on the tool selection process.

7.2 Implications and Future Work
Our study implies that the popular software testing books
cover some major topics that are in line with the industry
expectations from software testers. However, there are also
such areas that needs more attention. Overall, the popular
software testing books are not a good resource for individuals
who want to learn about software testing trends or gain
practical knowledge in specific testing frameworks and tools.

In the future this study can be extended by the addition
of more books. The heuristics to select a popular book can
be made limited to more recent books in order to get a bet-
ter understanding on the topic coverage of the new popular
books. Working with only the recent books can provide more
insights in the discussions of the trending topics.
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